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THE AGE CF MAMMALS. 

HOW THE EARTH LOOKED DX 
FORE THE AGE OF MAN. 

Gradual Attainment of the Earth's | 

Present Outlines Wonders of the 

Tertiary Age--The Mammoth Ani. 

mals Which Ounce Roamed Over 

North America, 

With the tertiary age, or the age of 
mammals, modern history of geological 

times began. During this age the North 
American continent gradually attained | 
its present geographical outlines. As | 
the continent, especially its western por 
tion, continued to rise above the level of 

the ocean, the great sea of the cretaceous 

period, which extended from the Mex- | 

ican Gulf toward the Arctic Ocean, ut | 
first became a vast inlaud sea. Subse- | 
quently, as the elevation of land contin- | 
ued, this great sca was gradually broken 
upinto several great lakes, existing be- 
tween Western Dakota, Nebraska, Kan- | 

sas and Texas and Eastern Oregon and | 

Southeastern California. Further up- 

lifting of the western portion of the con- 

tinent gradually caused also these lakes, 

with few exceptions, as, for instance, | 

the Great Salt Lake, to disappear. The | 
Columbia, Colorado, Missouri, and sev- | 

eral other western branches of the Mis- | 

sissippi gradually carried the waters of | 
these Ink es to the oceans, and *‘the great | 
American desert” on both sides of the 
Rocky Mountains remained to tell the 
tale. 
Thus the staked plains of Texas and 

New Mexico, the “Bad Lands” of South 

western Dakota, the deserts of Eastern 

Oregon, Nevada, Arizona and South. | 

eastern California, and some other | 

“alkali flats” of our Western States are | 
the legacy left by the cretace 
SCA. 

The famous canyons of the Colorado | 

and some other Western rivers, the 

markable mesas, or table lands of 
American deserts, the numerous terraces 
of plateau and the often remarkable fan 
tastic formations resembling towers, | 
castles, fortifications and t ke 

with in some localities of these regions, 

are also to some extent due to the great 
cretaceous sea. This, with its suc 

ing lakes, had, in course of time, 

posited immensely deep layers of com. 
paratively soft sands and clays, through 

which water, from rivers and rains, 

gradually made its way in various direc- 
tions, cutting deep channels, occasionally 

from 3,000 to more than 6,000 feet deep, 

washing away vast areas of strats and 
leaving only some curiously shaped ter. 
raced plateau, pillows, cones or hills 
standing 

The gradual uplifting of the entire | 
western half of North America continued 

to go on during the tertiary age, which 

succeeded the cretaceous period. Daur 

ing this age the coast chain was elevated, 

and through fissures of the Sierra and 
Cascade ranges vast lava floods were 
poured out over great portions of North 
ern California, Oregon, Washington and 

to a considerable distance into British 
America, covering an area of 8X) miles 

long and 100 wide, with lava which in 
some locations ia from 2,000 to 3, 000 

deep. These lava floods are considered 
to have been the most extensive known, 

The great elevation of the 

portion of the continent since the creta. 

ceous period, and the consequent grad 
ugl diss ppearance of the great cretaceous 

¢ea naturally brought about some im- 
portant changes of climate. Still 

remained considerably warmer than it is 
at present. About the beginning of the | 
tertiary age the climale of the present | 
Northern Dakota, as is inferred from 
the palms, figs and other plants 
then growing there, was similar to 
that of Southern Louisiana Flori- 

da at present. And about the 
middle of this age magnoliss and other 

plants now flourishing only in Southern | 
swamps and forests still prospered in 
Greenland. And towards t of 
this age elephants, rthinoceroses and other | 

animals which at present live only in far 
more southern countries still swarmed 

about the Upper Missouri. Yet with the 

tertiary age began the modern geological 

history of our globe. During the same 
the geographical outlines of our contin- 
ent were substantially completed, i 
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the plants and animals gradually put on 
a modern appearance. Now for the first 
time perfectly flowering plants flourished. 
Now oaks, maples, palms and other trees 

of modern type became abundant, Now | 
butterflies, bees and other flower loving 
insects began to swarm, and true or per. 
fect mammals, both herbivores and car 
nivores (plant snd flesh eating), as rhi- | 
noceroses, camels, elaphants, deer, dogs, 

cats, horses and monkeys, besides birds 
of modern type, as owls, eagles, wood. 
peckers, ete, made mesdows and forests 

ring with life. | 
The wide geographical distribution of 

both plants and animals of the same 
general kinds during this age indicate 
that Asia, Africa, Europe and America 
were then coonected with one another | 
by land. Africa was connected with! 
Europe by an isthmus over the present | 
Straits of Gibraltar, and by another | 
isthmus with Italy, as the numerous! 
fossil remains of elephants, hippopot- | 
ami and other animals now living only 
in Africa, found in the caves of Malta, 
Sicily and Spain, indicate. Asia was 
connected with Africa by the isthmus of 
Suez; America was connected with Asia 
by an isthmus over the present Behring 
Strait, snd perhaps with Europe over 
Greenland, Iceland, the Faroe and the 
British Islands. 

Long before the tertiary age began 
Australia had become permanently separ. 
ated by water from the other continents, 
as the absence of all higher mammalian 
forms indicate. The mammals of Aus- 
tralia all belong to the lowest mammalian 
trpon, the marsupials and monotremata, 

th the exception of a few kinds of 
mice, which may perliaps have originally 
come over from Asia on floating trees or 
wood. The more highly developed mam- 
mals of Europe, Asia, Africa and Amer. 
ica have almost entirely exterminated the 
lower marsupials wherever they came in 
contact with them, sad would undoubt. 
gély have done the same in Australia, 

not water barred their way to this 
island continent, 
The surtingy age, during which plants 

and animal life flourished abundastly 
u genial climate, was to close in 

un unexpected manner. Both in Euro 
snd North America great portions of the 
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2,000 feet above their present altitude 
above the ses level and brought beyond 
the snow line, In North America the 
high plateau of Labrador and the Lau- 
reatian highlands began to condense the 
atmospheric vapors to snow, and grad- 
ually a vast and enormously deep sheet 
of glacier-ice was formed, which spread 

in all directions and begaa to 

currying along with it a vast amount 

of debris collected on its way, which it 
finally deposited all along its tracks 
from the neighborhood of Hudson's Bay 
to the Ohio and Missouri. In 
localities this glacier-ice was from 3,000 
to 6,000 feet as is inferred 

along 

deep, 

the scratches made 

heights 

ice-sheet made itself felt as far 

The great pressure made by the im- 

i mense amount of glacial ice on the crust 

of the earth gradually caused the 
000 feet below 

SAME 
its 

present level, 

beneath the ranges of the snow line, 

some | 
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from | 

mountains or | 
{ from boulders, cte., deposited on great] 

The cold proceeding from this | 

thus bringing the ice sheet 2 

Now the glacial ice began to gradually | 
southern 

and to deposit all 
melt away from its 

towards north, 

along the lines of its retreat the 
stones, sand, wood, copper, ete... 

it had carried along from the north 
Hence, for instance, granite boulders, 

red sandstones, pieces of copper, ete, 

from the Like Saperior reg'ons may 

+3 
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i found scattered over Minnesota and Wi 

far consin and as far south as Ohio and 
| Indiana 

The ice having melted away and the 
vast amount of water having to a 
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period has since then gradually died out 

Some retreated before the advancing ice 
t toward th 

congenial homes, where they stil 
And 

modern 

Res, 

beav feel 

grester part 

shes the tropics find more 
exist 

a few continued to survive up to 

or recent and present times 
Since the glacial ice sheet 

melt away in the neighborhood St. 
Minn., and of Baffalo, N. } 

about 2 000 or 10,000 years have passed, 

as is inferred from the known rates of 

the annual recessions of the of St 

Anthony and Niagara, 
As far as apparently reli 

logical discoveries 
towards the close the glacial epoch, 
when the great sheet which had 
covered large portions of North America 

began to 

of 

Falls 

bie pale onto 

indicate, it was 
of 

ice 

began to wander in various directions 

over the earth from his original home. 
With his appearance this terrestrial 

world received its last and best addition, 

OLLA PODRIDA. 

A copy of the first dictionary, made 
by Chinese scholars in the year 1100 B. 
C., is still preserved among the archives 
of the Celestials, 

From an observation tower on 

terminus ! 

boulders, i 

which 

| and Europe began to retreat, that man | 

under God, and hu. | 
| man history began —{ Rev. John Gmei- 
| ner, in Philadelphia Catholic Times. 

i 

the | 
Brocken, in the Harz Mountains, eighty- | 
nine cities and 668 villages oan be seen 
in clear weather. 

Our national cemeteries, eighty three § 

in number, contain 830,700 honored | 
dead. Every individaal grave 1s marked 
by a stone tablet of granite or marble. 

The letters in the various alphabets of 
the world vary from 12 to 202 in num- 
ber. The Sandwich Islanders have the 
first-named number, the Tartarian the 
last, 

The average weight of 20,000 Boston 
men was 142 pounds; women, 125 
pounds. At Cincinnati the average of 
the same number of men was 154 pounds; 
of women, 131, 
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Lassoed a Wolf, 
CE ———— 

D. J. LaRoe, a cowboy of Terrell, per. 
formed a marvellous feat with a lariat 
the other day. While driving cattle in 
J. 0. Terrell's pasture near here he 
started up a half-grown wolf. He un- 
loosed his lariat and took after the ani. 
mal on horseback and roped it at the 
first throw. After he had roped the   yontinent were lifted up from 1,000 to 

woll Laloe’s horse jumped on the asi. 
ind ane pawed it to death. —{St. Louis 

SOMEWHAT STRANGE. 
ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS OF 

“VERYDAY LIVE, 

Queer Farts ant Thrilling Adven- 
tures Which Show That Truth is 

Stranger Than Fiction, 

Miss Ngvute Hovcare, a clerk at Seat- 
tle, Washington, hind an extraordinary 

adventure recently, according to her own 
account. A month ago she went out! 

alone in a boat for a row on Lake Wash-~ | 

ington, and the next morning ths boat 
wus found empty, her hat and cloak were | 
found in the water, and it was sup sosed 

that drowned. As fad a 

on her life, there was a 

suspicion that she was not dead, and the | 
search for her hody was prosecuted fora i 

long time. A few days ago she returned 
said that while she was 

rowing, a man and woman, who were on 
the lake, called her, Sup- 

posing ti they were acquaiotances, 

she rowed ashore, when the man pulled ! 

her boat upon the bank and demanded 
} and her wateh., He then 

y get into a wagon with him 
and the woman, and threatening her with 

feath if wm of any- 

y they might chance to meet, They 

traveled by out-of-the.way roads until 

reached a ravch near Poca- 

where they went %0 a 

storm which was rag- 
16 
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A¥RICAN paper say? 
gine fs PRON, 

in the British army in India during the 
and who died 

told his son-in-ianw, Mr. Hughes, of Pre 

: Vransavs that during the Indian | 

war he, with two others, murdered the 

King of Oude and stole the crown jew | 
els, which he buried near the spot where | 
the was committed The two | 
other looters were killed during the war, 
The day after the | the Thirty- 

muting, last December, 

win, 

crime 

looting 
second regiment was ordered away, and 

the town was handed back to the enemy, 
so that there was no time to secure the | 
jewels, Sinoe Gleeson’s death Hughes i 

has bees communicating with the Indian 
government through the editor of an 
Indian journal, aod as all the facts and 
lescriptions coincide, Hughes leaves 

shortly for India to show the spot where 
the treasure is buried pear the battle. 
field. One diamond in the crown is sup- | 

posed to be the fellow-stone to the fa. 
mous Koh-i-noor, now in the powession 
of Queen Victoria, by whom it was sur. 
rendered by “The Lion of the Pun. 
jaub.” 

tarngn a novel sight was seen on the 
streets of Baltimore, Md., the other day. 
The trolley on one of the large electric 
cars on Lexington street became en- 
tangled with the wire, and the entire 
trolley apparatus was tora off the top of , 
the car. The accident happened at a 
time when travel over the road was un. 
usually heavy, and it was necessary to 
prevent a blocka e. Lineman William 
Heott was equal to the occasion. He 
procured a piece of insulated wire, and 
alter strippiog each end of the insulating 
material, connected one end through the 
ear roof, and standing on the top of the 
ear held theother end against the trolley 
wire, A connection being thus made, 
the car was run over the elevated struc- 
ture to the car barn at Walbrook without 
accident to Mr. Scott or delay to the 
sther cars. Mr. Soott's position was a 
novel one and startled persons, who are 
unused to electricity, as he stood on to 
of the car amid myriads of sparks an 
illuminated by lightoing-like flashes 
from the trolley wire. 

“last fall, when my chum and I were 
in the Maine woods,” says na 
“we captured a chick loon, 
pond 

uportsman, 
It was on a 

with ity parents, 

{ didn't, 

i her brother told her that if she did 

joaded the gun and put it in it 

| women bringing 

out with our boat, 
take care of itself, 

tried to get away by diving, but 
chasing it about here aod there we tired 

it out and at length pulled 
boat, 

casy. 

it, then told eich other what fools 

back into the 

loon followed 
parents, 
boat again, 

water. Well, 

us as if 
and wansed 

If we 

sir, 

to come into the 

had known what tc 
feed it, we would have kept it, but we | 

and we left it at the further end | 
of the lake. We heard the old birds be- 

| fore night, so | guess it was taken care 
i of, 

| can tame loons,” 
From that experience 1 am sure you 

Oxg could hardly believe that a mere 

i child should be so horribly hardened as 

| the boy of whom a dreadful story comes 
{ from South Dakota. 
| years old and was left by his mother the 
i other day in charge of his two-year-old 

He is but twelve 

sister. The little one became fretiul and 
not 

stop erying he would kill her. He took 

down a shotgun, and the baby, screaming 
with terror, mn behind the stove, 

and, taking deliberate aim, blew the top 

of her head off He then quietly re- 
place, 

and taking the body of his sister, laid it 
in her bed. When the parents returned 
home the boy refused 

y 

to tell how his 

| sister came to her death, and was only 
induced by a bribe of money, It is said 

that the young villain evinced the most 
stolid indifference to the of his 

sisler, 

fate 
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Az Cultus Jim lost all of | horses last 
winter he decided to move to the Okano. 
gan, When he was ready to leave he 
did not apper to be worried on ae 
count of the lack of ( for he 
packed ali bis traps and ikias on the 
backs of his two squaws and with simply 
his gun in his own hands started up the 
trail, Jim being in the lead and the 

ip in the rear. Heavy 
loads necessitated doubling up on the 
hill, which was a sight once seen, never 
to be forgotten 

Mas. E. PP. Anuusr, of Chester, Pa. 
has just found her mother, after thirty 
years of scparation, at the little hamlet 

of Woodside, Del Mra, Arment was 

& fl 

ATION, 

| the child of a Union soldier, whe, killed 

{in battle, 
: almost 

jeft his widow and children 
penniless The widow in her 

struggle for a living had to part with 
her children, and Mrs. Arment on learn. 

| ing that the woman who brought her up 
| was only a foster parent, began what 

proved a successful quest for her real 
mother, 

Six times did the relatives of a War. 

saw gentleman assemble to hear his will, 
only to find each sealed envelope bore 

the direction that it was to be opened 
that day twelvemonth. The seventh con. 

| tained the will, but even then there was 
i a direction that one-fourth of the money 
should be invested until 1910, when it is 

| to fall to that nephew who has the larg. 
est family, 

Ax elopliant has become so fond of a 
| missionary in India that it follows him 
| all over the country like a dog. 
| he calls at a house the beast stands out. 

When 

side until he comes out, and then it 
trumpets with delight and caresses him 
with its trunk, 

Why Wolves Have Become Scarce, 

Says a recent writer: Notwithstand. 
ing the fact that ever since the settle. 
ment of America the wolf has been per- 
sued with guns, traps and poison, it is 
certain that no blow was ever dealt this 
race so savere as the extinetion of the 
buffalo. Their natural prey gone, the 
wolves turncd their attention to the 
herds of the stockmen, and for years 
now their depredations have resulted jn 
very serious losses to raisers of horses 
and cattle on the northern plains. They 
do not attack the herds when they are 
alarmed and closely bunched together, 
but prowl about their outskirts, trying 
to cut off the young stock, which they 
can easily pull down, 

Sometimes a small band of wolves will 
round-up a little bunch of eattle, which 
stand io a close circle, their heads out 
ward, prepared for the attack. After 
circling about them for a short time, two 
or three of the wolves will dash at the 
bunch, and if can scatter the ani. 
mals it is the work of an instant only to 
pull down a yearling or to kill two or 
three calves. We have seen two wolves     500 the old bint flew away as we went % 

thus destroy a yearling steer with no 

oud ee mig oo : dog 

leaving the chick to 
It couldn't fly, so it 

by { 

it into the! 
A non wenrs its feet so far astern | 

that it can hardly waddle, and this little | 

fellow just squatted down and took life | 
We stroked its back and talked to | 

we | 
had been for capturing it, and put it | 

that | 
we had been its | 

I'he i 

{ boy rested the gun across the stove, 

! The 

| there 

| alcohol in them, and 
| cooling in their ultimate effects. 

{ cooled, but vot too cold. 

  

HOT WEATHER HINTS 

Boome Suggestions as to What to Eat 
and Drink. 

A suitable diet can do a great deal to 
make life more enjoyable during s hot | 
spell, says a writer in the N.Y. Sun. In | 
many houscholds there is little change 
in diet during the year so far as the main 
part of it goes. The thousands of men 
who have nd homes and breakfast and 
dine ut restaurants and club houses get 

in the habit of ordering the same things 

day after dav and of eating and drinking 
at their meals almost irrespective of the | 

wenther. Here is where a little knowl 
edge of physiology would come in to 
good advantage to make it easier to bear 

up against the hot, sultry days. 

Everybody knows that certain foods 
tend to produce heat, and that in a gen 

eral way fruits and fresh vegetables are 

cooling: but they do not realize how 
easy it is to apply these Inws of physiol 
ogy to the benefit of a man's personal | 

comfort. The natives of countries which 

are always hot and of the 

which are always cold have naturally 
drifted into the diet 
adapted to their needs, 
would have little appreeiation of straw. 
berries, pioeapple, and 
vegetables, even if they could get them, 

while whale blubber and seal fat would 

be a diet wholly unsuited to the negroes 

under the equator. The pe 
United States, and particularly the peo 

ple of the city of New York, have the 
widest choice of eheap foo 
that there is. They 
tablcs from carly in the spri 

trains bring from Florida, until 

well on when the most 
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heaviest 
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winter diet, Lo oper 

ant YAariou 

Instead 

ature that 

getables 

more 

suggestion of n 
ripening of 
large quantities 

the majontly { 

hint and take 

Nature 

those who are inatt 

summer cold 

longer 

of pe pie firgie 

medicine in 

alwarvs takes 

entative 

8 which hang on so 

are much more 

troublesome than colds are the 

direct results of th logging of the sys 
ten through an improper diet. Nature 
and a man's constitution alike suggest 

the diet and the behavior for the summer 
which, if adopted, will make the 

long days enjoyable instead of 
sive. Ifa man is working hard and is 
aceoustomed to mest three times a day 

during the winter, it may be for 

him to eat meat once a day during the 
summer. Once a day is enough, and he 

should not greasy meat. This 
good advice the year round, for though 

when man's system 

craves a fatty diet, fat is mot the 

best shape to furmish it in. The meat 

to her advice 

much and BO 
winter 

Warn, 

oppres- 

well 

eat is 

are Limos A 
¥ 
Egil 

| should be well cooked: a little of it is 

enough. The evening dinner is natural 
ly the time for it, for then the day is 
cooler and a man can idle away an hour 
or two alter the repast, ameliorating by 
rest the heat and increase in temperature, 
which the digestion of meat usually 

CRUBCR, 

If a man has net accustomed his sys 
tem to taking meat until the lack of 

meat would make him ill, it would be 
| well for him to adopt an almost exclu 
! sively vegetarian diet during the spring 
| and summer, and continue it until the 

crisp days of fall. Eggs, lean bacon, 
| apring chickens, and fish, during the 
| spring snd summer should take the place 

! of the heavy meats of wintw, especially | 
| hot roasts and steaks 
| poeds in the summer can be taken in the | 
system in the form of vegetable oils, 

| helped out by the natural starch of raw 
fruits. 

Sweet drinks of any kind, drinks with 
ice water are not 

Any- 
thing with sugar in it or sweet syrups 
is heating. Acid drinks, especially those 
made from natural fruit juice, are cool. 
ing. If any alcoholic drink is wanted, 
the best is mildly acid wine, diluted and 

One way to 

start out cool with the day's work is to 
drink a quantity of hot water some time 
before breakfast and to wait for the re. 
action from it. The reaction from hot 
drinks and bot baths is cooling just as 
the reaction from iced drinks and cold 
baths is warming, Everybody knows 
how in the winter a cold shower or a 
cold plunge, with a rub-down to hasten 
the reaction, brings a glow and a feeling 
of warmth which lasts for some time. In 
the same way a hot shower or a hot bath, 
not prolonged too much, in its reaction 

a feeling of coolftess. A contrast 
between the temperature of the bath and 
the temperature of the air, always brings 
» sensation of heat or cold, according as 
the bath or the air is the cooler. So, 
drinking very hot water in the morning, 
by its reaction brings akout a cool feel. 
ing. This is aside from the other 
van of drinking hot water. 

ns possible d the summer 
taken with 

« 

is best | 
The Esquimaux | 

All the fats a man | 

| cota water first causes the blood vessels 
{ of the stomach to contract, and then 
{ with the reaction the blood vessels be- 
| come diluted and there is an uncomfort- 
| able sense of oppression and heat, which 
{ leads to the drinking of more ice water 
and to remewed oppression and hest 
The best way to get the amount of water 
necessary for the systom is to take it hot 

before breakfast on an empty stomach, 
then to drink nothing more daring the 

{ day, All the cooling effects of perspira- 
| tion ean be enjoyed by drinkiog enongh 
water to keep the skin moist and to sup- 

ply the natural evaporation. . This evap 
oration, if the pores are not filled with 

| hot water, will keep the skin cool 

With this way of getting the necessary 
would be a 
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onomy as well as reasons of 

comfort and health, Roasts, steaks, and 
| heavy meats are amongst the most costly 

are elaborate desserts and 
Simple thingslike omolets, 

on in ip J on?'s 
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othe 
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'y threatening it 

nas first 
i optera, 

during ti 

ng at once where is the 

orary refuce. These and 

wing made use of by 

1e st dy of develop- 

It might be assumed that all were 

iginally light-k b protective 
considerations, or be es of geting 
rood, led to the deve opment of the night 

soving disposition The owl for ine 

tance, is hated by all birds. Where one 

is discovered by loving species 

they subject it 

Owls could sé 
i bird under the present 

siaces for a tem: 

imilar facts are 1 

interested in 
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tter chan 
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it to the direst persecution. 

arcely live as a day-loving 

ihe | things, 

It would be driven from the earth: and, 

supposing it took on gradually its thiev- 
ing habits for a living, 1t has had to love 

darkness rather than light because of 

these evil deeds. At any rate, the naked 
fact seems to that night-working 

creatures can generally see well in the 

daylight when they want to 

araer of 

be 

Wouux's DBraixs The microscope, 

writes B. F. Underwood in the Twentinth 
Century, has transferred the conception 
of degrees of intelligence from gross to 

finer morphology. Mere brein weight 
counts for nothing, except for the 
 erudest generalizations, Of more conse 
| quence ure the relative quantities of 

white and gray showers of minute tele 
i graphy lines between brain parts, and 
| of equal, if not transcendent importance, 
the disposition and development of the 

| blood vessels, Also given two brains 
| exactly alike, a difference in the heart's 
| ability to supply blood to the brain will 
| determine intellect in one and stupidity 
| in the other. [otelligence depends more 
upon the quantitive relating to fibres of 

| parts of the brain than upon weights, 
| and a 40-ounce brain may have a more 
intricate microscopic development thas 
one that weighs 50 ounces. Toe normal 
brain exists in ratios related to muscular 
development, and the brais weighing 
methods fully demonstrate that woman is 
the equal of man in this particular—that 
is, in fon to physical development 

| there difference in the associated 
brain quantities in the sexes, New 
avenues are opening ap to women, and 
decades change our views concerning 
woman's capacities. Let there be the 
fullest chance for her development, She 
gaunot rp in nw matters, but 
ot opportunity and not a § 
eng open she can A 
It is idle to fear that she will become 
the intellectual and phosioal monster of 
Bulwer's “Coming Race.” There are 
Ph3sialagieat reasons that set limits for 

h sedos, 

The total length of the streets, ave. 
nues, boulevards, bridges, Li yh 

set fares of Paris ge @    


